Research: Guardian Access

MCSD Visit
11/27-28/2018

Knowing that we are sharing this document with multiple teams, it is organized in a
way to allow you to read the TL;DR overview, dig deeper where you wish, and explore
the artifacts as well. The focus is Guardian Access; however, we share in this
document additional feedback that came up in conversations among teachers,
students, and administrators.
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Overview
Purpose of the Visit
We implemented an MVP for Guardian Access in October by emailing current PDF reports to
parents to begin fulfilling their need for communicating student progress to parents/guardians.
We went to research this implementation and explore broader themes of communication
between school and home: “Why is communication between school and home important?” We
drew feedback from teachers, parents, and students on this topic as well as other requests to
support their pedagogical approach.

Background of MCSD Partnership

Detailed Overview of District Instructional Model
Marshall County was introduced to Kiddom in summer 2017 via a district-wide session run by
Amanda, Abbas, and Ahsan. In the 2017-18 school year, we attempted a district-wide pilot. To
support that we:
○ Created accounts, classes, and rosters for all MCSD staff and students using
data pulled from Infinite Campus
○ Trained individual school users in small groups via Google Hangouts and
individual “office hours”
○ Connected with principals biweekly through phone check-ins to collect feedback
and answer questions
Throughout October-November 2017, most principals let us know that they would not be
moving forward with Kiddom school-wide due to product limitations or competing platforms
including:
○ Difficulty onboarding students (especially in grades K-2)
○ Lack of student-centered features/project-based assignment functionality
○ SBG Granularity
○ Guardian Portal
Alternate platforms chosen:

○
○

Google Classroom
Seesaw

In the 2017-2018 school year, we had ~15 teachers using Kiddom actively across 4 schools
○ South Marshall Elementary School
○ Calvert Elementary School
○ North Marshall Middle School
○ Jonathan Elementary School
See case studies about their work here
At the end of 2017 school year, we pitched Kiddom Academy “Early Adopter” pricing to all
principals, but the district had seen huge funding cuts and could not afford per-student
licenses, instead opting to pay for 3 days of professional development for 3 schools, Calvert
Elementary, Sharpe Elementary, and MCHS Quest program with the promise of allowing us to
develop and market case studies about their work (enter, Rob Lowe). Training was conducted
in July with the goal of using Kiddom to develop personalized, mastery-based curriculum for
students at those schools.
Current partnership status:
Active Schools:
Marshall County High School Quest, Kentucky
● Average Engagement Score: 80, 100% of Academy teachers > 60
Marshall County Calvert City Elementary School
● Average Engagement Score: 72, 70% of Academy teachers > 60
● 9/2018 Visit
Closed/Lost: Sharpe Elementary School
● Reasons for loss:
○ Admin will not mandate Kiddom, and allows teachers to choose content
providers/gradebooks outside of state-mandated Infinite Campus. Did not
mandate training and only about ⅓ of staff were present
○ Most of the staff I spoke with only record grades formally in IC quarterly at
present and don’t seem accustomed to giving more frequent feedback
○ Many teachers already had their curriculum built in Google Classroom - requires
a lot of time to move content into Kiddom as individual assignments rather than
bulk import
○ Classrooms are not 1:1 with devices, teachers less comfortable with
tech/blended learning than at other MSCD schools
○ Lack of accessibility for younger students

Outline of Visits

Tuesday, Nov 27: Calvert City Elementary School
1. Meet with teachers Wendy, Nan Arant (4th Grade, remotely), Julie Armon (Special Ed
Coordinator) at Calvert City. We talked about communicating student progress,
teacher workflow, student onboarding, and additional needs.
2. Guardian Session
a. Survey
b. Discussion
c. Exercise with prioritizing needs
d. Annotating hi-fi report mockups
3. Meet with principal Todd Anderson. We chatted informally about the overall success,
change in demographics and next steps to share information from parent session.

Wednesday, Nov 28: Quest MCSD HS
1. Chat with teachers and admin about pain points, needs
2. Chat with students o
 n reports, workflow and feature requests

Major Takeaways
Takeaways are synthesized from across the sessions. To dig deeper into the
supporting evidence, see the s essions or r esearch documents.

Overall
Non-negotiable need for Parent Portal and Student Ownership features. Historically, it is
important to note that Marshall County has been consistent in communicating their additional
needs for Parent Portal and Student Ownership since last year. While we have delivered
reports to parents via email, they are in need of a much deeper level of communication given
the instructional model.
Ability to share internal and external communication about student progress,
achievement. For teachers, it allows them to provide context, help their workflow, and
communicate with stakeholders; Parents appreciate the personalized feedback and that it may
detail social-emotional challenges as well.
Implementation of reports was done with limited education for the parents. Admin and
Parents expressed a desire to have greater supports on understanding mastery-based learning
and key for reports.
Students and Teachers would like a way to have tools and resources that support
student ownership. Elementary and high school teachers see this useful for cyclical tools and
supports. Students would like the ability to add to this repository as well.

Guardians
Timely communication between school and home supports the guardians’ need to provide
academic and social-emotional support for their children.

Guardians do not understand Mastery, academic jargon, and are hesitant to ask. There
can be better support/communication from the school and Kiddom to explain reporting
methods proactively and ongoing.
Parents appreciate clear visual language to understand a complex idea of Mastery. At a
glance, they want to understand how their child is doing. They greatly appreciate suggestions
on how to support their child and greater access via portal when digging deeper.

Teachers
Tools to support greater student ownership
●

Communicate the status of assignments (internal and external shared
comments, notes; states of assignment - not turned in, resubmitted, etc.)

●

Static resources would be helpful for both Elementary and HS

Ability to communicate pace or provide additional context on student performance.
●
●

For example: communicating overall expected vs completed competencies
Provide notes internally and externally to stakeholders

High School Students
Students would like greater student tools for student ownership. Students are expected to
make one’s own project, attach competencies, and manage one’s time.
Students would like additional support for organization and workflow. With the current
Timeline structure, assignments are hidden from view. They would like to set their own goals,
priorities, and manage time.
Students appreciate the simple straightforward design of Kiddom.

Parent Session
Summary & Outline
We had 8 parents attend; two of which were teachers and parents in the district. The session
was an hour and held on-site at Calvert City Elementary.
1. Survey: communication between school, home, and onboarding
2. Whole Group Discussion: major questions from the survey
a. Why is it important to you to receive communication from the school about
your child?
b.
c.
3. Group
a.

How did you get the information about your child in the past?
What type of information would you like to see about your child?
Activity: prioritize needs and preferred mode of communication
What information would you need/want; how would you like to see it? Then
rank them in importance.

4. Annotate Reports: Shared a variety of mock-ups of printed reports (see images)
1. Look at the reports and highlight areas where your eyes go
2. Circle/underline areas where you have a question. Write your question
on a sticky note.
3. Repond/Discuss the Questions:
a. What did you like?
b. What did you need more context for?
c. If your student was struggling, are you able to see it?
d. What additional information did you expect?
5. Wrap up, share contact information and swag
6. Distributed survey link to parents who could not attend and Academy schools

Parent Session: Findings

Timely communication between school and home supports the guardian’s need to
provide academic and social-emotional support for their child.
Why is it important to you to receive communication from the school about your child?
“It is important to me to know where my children excel and where they struggle. Having
accurate and up to date information is key to helping at home.” - Abby Ford
“I like to know how she is doing, not only academically but socially. Feedback good and
bad is always helpful.” - Allison Bynum
What type of information would you like to see about your child?
“What work they are doing. How they are progressing. Where they'll need extra
assistance” - Abby Ford
“More social-emotional. I believe mental health is equally important to academic
success. Also, more pieces of evidence provided.” - Rita Tabor
Additional Notes:
Parents and teachers agree for most students two weeks are adequate; however, there
may be a need for more frequent, detailed communication based on the student’s
situation.

Parents prefer most reporting information via email. Parents like to dive
deeper into work if the student is struggling.
How do you prefer to get reports?
“Portal and/or email. I know where it is. I can review it and then go to the teacher
with any questions” - Abby Ford
“Email. I always check my email. I don't always go to an app to check messages.
Text is ok, not as much info can be on a text as an email.” - Allison Bynum
“I like emails because they can communicate more information than a text but
texts are nice for simple updates and short notes from the teachers.” - Tiffany
Tucker
Additional Notes from Discussion, Responses:
Parents did express a desire to see their child’s work, especially when seeking to
help their child.
During our discussion, active parents really liked Dreambox and Lexia emailed
reports because they provided updates on their child’s successes and challenges
with tips to support. Parents will often have to look up ways to teach concepts at
home (for example, the new methods of teaching mathematics).

“Is there some place I can go to find out more about what these assignments teach?”
“I would ask my child why this was not turned in completely or late. Was there a lack of
understanding on their part about what was required.”

Comments, late work section, and tips to support their child are appreciated
by teachers and guardians to provide context and communicate areas for
support.
“I would like to know what specifics they are learning and how well they are
understanding/able to apply them. Like instead of saying they got an "A" in math it
would be nice to know "we taught order of operations with addition, subtraction,
and multiplication and your child seems to have picked it up really well." - Tiffany
Tucker

For Teacher Comments: “This is fantastic!”

For Late Assignments: “I like this”

For Teacher Comments: “Love these notes”

Parents are still confused about what mastery-based learning is. Academic
language is a barrier for many guardians to understand what their child is
learning. Reports need to clearly communicate ways student struggle/excel.
“I feel there is a lack of communication. I understand the reports I receive, but
often feel underinformed.” - Abby
“I don't always understand the differences/grading on the report. There's nothing
for me to look at for reassurement. However, I can deduct from the words used
that it means. It looks like teacher lingo.” -Allison

For Standard Label: “What does this mean?”
Approaching: “Honestly is approaching better than developing?”

From a parent with limited English: “What meaning of developing. They need more work.
[Are] they good. I can’t figure out that kind stuff..”

Prioritized Concerns
Parents paired together to discuss:
What information would you need/want; how would you like to see it?
Then rank them in importance.
These were ranked first by the pairs:
Type of Information

Mode of Communication Preferred

Clarification of mastery, approaching

Online report, at least bi-weekly

Insight into what’s happening in the
classroom

Alert when updated

In what areas is my child
struggling/excelling

Message notes

More specific details on my individual
child

9 week reports

See all responses

Research Documents

Parent Session Planning Details:
Outline, resources, questions, handouts

Survey Questions

Survey and Group Activity Responses

Group Discussion: Notes; Audio

Images of Annotated Reports

Images from Visit

Additional Survey Responses: from parents
who did not attend

Teacher & Admin Discussions
Takeaways
Tools to support greater student ownership
Examples:
- Static resource tab
- Students share assignments with teachers and attach competencies
Reports should communicate ways that students are not on pace or provide additional
context to student performance.
- Speedometer: what is a student’s rate of mastery of skills? How fast are they
moving through the targeted list of priority skills?
- Odometer: how many skills have they mastered?
- Narrative section in reports
Additional tools to support mastery-based learning and student progress
- Standards-based granular grading
- Custom date ranges for reports
Admin: Roll out with the new model has not been reintroduced with parents. Admittedly,
Todd Andersen would appreciate further support to orient parents to the learning model.

Pain Points
Admin: reduce reliance on Kiddom Admin to make changes. There are frequent changes to
roster and class settings that they would like to manage themselves.
Accidental Grading: Unable to take a student off an assignment
(Nan Arant) accidentally inputs a grade and it will only accept it as a zero. She will
have to manually take the student off the assignment, refresh, then to put the student
on the assignment again.

Onboarding Younger Students: “You’re asking a 7-year-old to learn the same model as a
17-year-old.” (Nan Arant)
Other teachers do not use it as often as Nan, but as a grade book. Wendy says that
her students are not as tech savvy as Nan’s. Nan will show teacher and student view to
help orient her students. FR: Ability to see student dashboard.
Clear Cache: Julie Armon finds that she has to do this a lot. We asked when it comes up, she
said, “All the time.”
Ease of Sharing Communication: Julie Armon used Google Forms to share and gather
feedback about her students-- it was easy to get buy-in that way. “I’m never going to get
buy-in if it’s not simple.”

Feature Requests
11/27 Calvert City Elementary
Wendy Lyles + Nan Arant (grades 2/3 teachers)
● Need for SBG Granularity to help drive more accurate formative assessment data
○ They are struggling to give distinct feedback between process skills (how
independently did they do the work?) vs. Content mastery (did they get the
questions correct?) using separate rubrics
●
●
●
●
●
●

Rubric 0 option
Narrative comments on reports (by standard or assignment) generic options with the
option to customize
Private teacher notes
Status of Assignments to enable student ownership: Late vs. 0 vs. ungraded vs.
exempt options
Static resource tab
Ability to print a list of students with late work

Julie Armon (grade 4 teacher/SPED coordinator)
● Delete custom standards
● Custom date ranges/filters for reports
● IEP “check and connect” - need for SPED coordinator to make this process easier for
teachers who teach students w/ IEPs
● More nuanced collaboration settings (I.e. can add grades but not assign, or can edit
timeline assignments but not those in Planner)
●

CSV option for individual student assignment + standard reports

Todd Anderson (Principal at Calvert City)
● Ability for Admin to manage rosters and classes themselves
● Have parents and students land on reports first when logging in
○ Helps to manage their time
○ This is feedback that has been reinforced by other groups of MCSD
11/28 MCHS Quest
Erin Mathis (Quest Teacher Lead), Johnny Jones (Quest Art Teacher), Craig Morris (Quest
Science teacher)
● The ability for admin to archive a user (Teacher) or transfer ownership of class to a
new teacher
● Ability for students and teachers to choose “highlights” of work samples (submission
attachments) to include in reports by starring or tagging
● Many assignments are two-part - first, the student submits work (an essay, a video,
etc.) and then they submit a “rationale” - how do you know that you mastered this
particular skill? Requires more meta-analysis from student end, and would be cool to
have a separate assignment submission section explicitly for that.
Student data they are thinking about/want to see on reports
“Speedometer” - kind of like sprint velocity - what is a student’s rate of mastery of skills? How
fast are they moving through the targeted list of priority skills?
“Odometer” - How many skills have they mastered?

Student Discussion
Takeaways
Students would like greater student tools for student ownership.
- Static resources tab
- Ability to attach competencies and submit to teacher
Students would like additional support for organization and workflow.
- Differentiation, a timestamp for resubmitted work
- Ability to manage assignments, prioritize them for short and long-term
Would like a check off the list- help stay motivated
Set overall goals for themselves
Goals within class
- Their long-term workflow would be envisioned as a calendar for setting
Students prefer to share their work to their parents when proud of the quality

Pain Points
Turned in work vs. sent back has no distinguishment as teacher/student.
Setting priority of assignments isn’t flexible on the Timeline for self-guided work

Discussion Highlights
How would students use Kiddom on their own if they could?
- As a personal project where they can gather research, artifacts, set objectives and
attach competencies then be able to submit it to the teacher as a folder when ready.
- Ability to put captions to pictures that are submitted as evidence within the app (
suggested by the Art teacher)

Feature Requests
●

●

“Make my own to-do list”/timeline - pull from various class assignments to create a
short-term to-do list (Dependent on more modular, less time-bound assignment flow
from teacher)
Clearer differentiation between teacher attachments, student attachments, and
resubmission attachments in submission window

HS Students and Teachers talking about Pain Points and Workflow

Design Validations and Questions for Guardian Access
Validations
●
●
●

Comments and notes gave desired personalized feedback about their child
There needs to be a key/clear explanation of reporting method and how to read
the reports
Overview reports give a good insight; however, both reports lacked enough details
for a parent to understand how to support their child.

Questions to Consider
1. Parents want a clear status of their child: how are they progressing individually? In
comparison to other students? In comparison to what is expected (on track)?
2. How might we provide personalized feedback about their child?
3. How might we give parents the necessary information to support their child at home?
4. How can we support a parent who does not understand mastery and with limited
English?

